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Abstract. This paper discusses issues associated with improving usability of 
user interactions with mobile devices in mobile learning applications. The focus 
is on using speech recognition and multimodal interaction in order to improve 
usability of data entry and information management for mobile learners. To as-
sist users in managing mobile devices, user interface designers are starting to 
combine the traditional keyboard or pen input with “hands free” speech input, 
adding other modes of interaction such as speech-based interfaces that are ca-
pable of interpreting voice commands. Several research studies on multimodal 
mobile technology design and evaluations were carried out within our state-of 
the art laboratories. Results demonstrate feasibility of incorporating speech and 
multimodal interaction in designing applications for mobile devices. However, 
there are some important contextual constrains that limit applications with 
speech-only interfaces in mobile learning, including social and environmental 
factors, as well as technology limitations. These factors are discussed in detail. 
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1   Introduction 

Many researchers see great value in mobile learning because of portability, low cost 
and communication capabilities of mobile devices [21]. Mobile devices are becoming 
an increasingly popular choice in university and school classrooms, and are increas-
ingly being adopted by the “lifelong learners”. Several features of mobile technolo-
gies make it attractive in learning environments, among them: relatively low cost of 
mobile devices [25] and good fit within informatics and social layers of classroom 
communications [20]. 

Evaluations of mobile technologies within the classroom environment are largely 
positive [1, 24]. However, widespread use of mobile technology in learning applica-
tions is impeded by numerous usability issues with mobile devices. 

The gravity of mobile usability problems is highlighted by recent surveys of  
mobile Internet users [22]. They show that usability is by far the biggest source of 
frustration among the users of mobile technologies. In particular, for learning applica-
tions, research shows that the most important constraining factors for widespread 
mobile learning adoption, along with battery life, are the screen size and user interface 
of most portable devices [17].  
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This paper explores possible improvements in the usability of mobile devices that 
is facilitated by utilization of natural user interfaces to enhance interaction with mo-
bile devices. In section two of the paper the author provides background information 
on speech-based interaction with mobile devices and on technologies involved.  This 
section of the paper also addresses the concept of multimodality and multimodal ap-
plications for interaction with mobile devices. The follow-up section discusses several 
laboratory studies conducted to evaluate efficacy and feasibility of multimodal inter-
actions with mobile devices and their potential applications to mobile learning. The 
author concludes with observations on the potential for incorporating speech and 
multimodal technologies in mobile learning domain and some limitations of these 
technologies. 

2   Alternative Interaction Modalities 

2.1   Speech as an Interaction Modality 

In order to assist users in managing mobile devices, user interface designers are start-
ing to combine the traditional keyboard or pen input with “hands free” speech input 
[28], adding other modes of interaction such as speech-based interfaces that are capa-
ble of interpreting voice commands [23]. As a result, speech processing is becoming 
one of the key technologies for expanding the use of handheld devices by mobile 
users [18]. In the eLearning technology foresight, technology-based education guru 
Tony Bates predicted that: “A new computer interface based on speech recognition 
will have a major impact on the design of e-learning courses” [15]. Currently, auto-
mated speech recognition (ASR) technology is being used in desktop e-learning ap-
plications for automated content-based video indexing for interactive e-learning [29], 
audio–clip retrieval based on student questions [30], and, together with speech syn-
thesis, to improve accessibility of e-learning materials for visually impaired learners 
[3, 4]. Another novel application of mobile technology for experiential learning is 
being developed for functionally illiterate adults [14]. This application employs 
speech recognition and text-to-speech to assist adult literacy learners in improving 
pronunciation of words they learn. 

2.2   Multimodal Interaction 

Speech technology seems to be ideally suited for enhancing usability of mobile learn-
ing applications designed for the mobile phone. In this domain speech is a natural way 
of interaction, especially where a small screen size of a mobile device limits the po-
tential for a meaningful visual display of information [2]. However, speech technol-
ogy is limited to only one form of input and output - human voice. In contrast to this, 
voice input combined with the traditional keyboard-based or pen-based input permits 
multimodal interaction where the user has more than one means of accessing data in 
his or her device [16]. This type of user interface is called a multimodal interface [5]. 

Multimodal interfaces allow speedier and more efficient communication with mo-
bile devices, and accommodate different input modalities based on user preferences 
and the usage context. A field trip learning environment, offers the most comprehen-
sive scenario for using of speech and multimodal interaction with mobile device. For 
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example, in a field trip scenario for a group of engineering students, a student can 
request information about the field structure (bridge, building, road, etc.) from the 
course repository using “hands free” voice input on a “smart phone” (hybrid phone-
enabled PDA). The requested information would then be delivered as a text, picture, 
CAD drawing, or video, if needed, directly to the PDA screen. The student will be 
able to enter field notes in the forms using a portable keyboard or a pen, if appropriate 
or via voice input during field data gathering. In addition to this, free-form verbal 
field notes could be attached to the data collected as an audio file and later analyzed 
in class [6]. 

3   Evaluations of Mobile Speech and Multimodal Technologies 

This section compares several applications of mobile multimodal technologies 
(speech-based and keyboard/stylus). In particular, the focus is on user evaluations of 
these technologies conducted to study the feasibility and efficacy of speech-based and 
multimodal interactions in different contexts. This comparison will form the basis for 
author’s estimate for potential of using speech as an interaction technique in various 
learning contexts. 

3.1   Speech vs Stylus Interaction  

Comparison of efficacy of speech-based and stylus-based interaction with a mobile 
device was conducted as a part of our research in the area of mobile field data collec-
tion that focus on multimodal (including voice) field data collection for industrial 
applications. We investigated the use of technologies that allow a field-based concrete 
testing technician to enter quality control information into a concrete quality control 
database using various interaction modes such as speech and stylus, on a handheld 
device. A prototype mobile multimodal field data entry (MFDE) application have 
been developed to run on a Pocket PC that is equipped with a multimodal browser and 
embedded speech recognition capabilities. The prototype application was developed 
for the wireless Pocket PC utilizing the multimodal NetFront 3.1 Web browser and a 
fat wireless client with an embedded IBM ViaVoice speech recognition engine. An 
embedded relational database (IBM DB2 everyplace) was used for local data storage 
on the mobile device. A built-in microphone on a Pocket PC was utilized for speech 
data input [7].  

User evaluation was conducted as a lab-based mobile evaluation of the prototype 
technology we developed. The detailed description of the study design is given in [8]. 
Our mobile application was designed to allow concrete technicians to record, while in 
the field (or more specifically, on a construction site), quality control data. The appli-
cation supported two different modalities of data input – speech-based data entry and 
stylus-based data entry. The purpose of the evaluation was to (a) determine and com-
pare the effectiveness and usability of the two different input options and (b) to de-
termine which of the two options is preferred by users in relation to the application’s 
intended context of use.  

In order to appropriately reflect the anticipated context of use within our study de-
sign, we had to consider the key elements of a construction site that would potentially 
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influence a test technician’s ability to use one or both of the input techniques. We 
determined these to be: (a) the typical extent of mobility of a technician while using 
the application; (b) the auditory environmental distractions surrounding a technician – 
that is, the noise levels inherent on a typical construction site; and (c) the visual or 
physical environmental distractions surrounding a technician – that is, the need for a 
technician to be cognizant of his or her physical safety when on-site. A total of eight-
een participants participated in the study.  

The results of the evaluation confirmed, as it was anticipated, that stylus-based in-
put was significantly more accurate than speech under the conditions of use that in-
cluded construction noise in the range of 60-90 dB (A) [11]. We observed, however, 
that the stylus-based interaction was, on average, slower than speech-based input and 
that speech-based input significantly enhanced the participants’ ability to be aware of 
their physical surroundings. In addition, majority of participants expressed preference 
for using speech as interaction technique with mobile device. As a result, this research 
study demonstrated significant preference for using speech as an interaction modality, 
with some limitations imposed by the lower speech recognition accuracy levels due to 
environmental noise. These findings led us to investigation of several technology 
factors that can potentially influence the accuracy of speech recognition, such as the 
type of the microphone and the type of speech recognition engine used.  

3.2   Speech-Based Interactions – Technology Evaluations 

The choice of microphone technology and speech recognition engine plays an impor-
tant role in improving quality of speech recognition [19]. Our study described in de-
tail in [12] was designed to evaluate and compare three commercially available  
microphones – the bone conduction microphone, and the two types of condenser mi-
crophones for their effect on accuracy of speech recognition within mobile speech 
input application. We developed a data input application based on a tablet PC running 
Windows XP and utilized IBM’s ViaVoice embedded speaker-independent speech 
recognition engine, the same speech recognition engine that was utilized in our previ-
ous study [8]. Twenty four people participated in the laboratory-based study. The 
participants were mobile while entering information requested. The results of the 
study helped us to prove that the choice of microphone had significant effect on accu-
racy of mobile speech recognition; in particular, we found that both condenser micro-
phones (QSHI3 and DSP-500 microphones) performed significantly better than bone 
conduction microphone (Invisio). In addition, we found that there was no significant 
effect of a background noise (within our evaluation scenario we incorporated street 
noise of 70 dB (A) level) on the accuracy of speech recognition, indicating that all 
microphones under evaluation had sufficient noise-cancelling capabilities. 

Considering the importance of choosing the best speech recognition engine on the 
accuracy of results obtained, a complementary laboratory study was conducted to 
evaluate a number of state-of-the art speech recognition engines as to their effect on 
the accuracy of speech recognition [13]. This study was based on pre-recorded user 
speech entries, collected in our previously mentioned study [12]. All speech recogni-
tion engines were evaluated in speaker independent mode (e.g. walk-up-and-use). 
Based on the results of this study, we also proved the importance of proper pairing of 
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microphone systems and speech recognition engines to achieve the best possible accu-
racy of speech recognition for mobile data entry. 

3.3   Feasibility of Using Speech Interaction in Learning Contexts 

Our previous research demonstrates that it is technically possible to implement 
speech-based and multimodal interaction with a mobile device and to achieve signifi-
cant level of user acceptance and satisfaction with technology.  However, if we were 
to consider implementation of speech-based interfaces within mobile learning do-
main, we have to look at other important considerations, such as appropriateness of 
speech as an interaction modality within certain contexts of use and social acceptance 
of speech-based interactions. 

In a classroom environment, when a number of learners could potentially utilize 
mobile technology to participate in learning and collaboration process, the appropri-
ateness of speech-based interaction is questionable, since simultaneous use of speech 
by multiple users will introduce high level of environmental noise that could signifi-
cantly reduce the accuracy of speech recognition for each individual device. Thus, 
based on contextual considerations, this application of speech-based interfaces is not 
appropriate.  

At the same time, utilization of speech interaction by a single mobile learner is 
very much appropriate and could significantly improve experience of his/her “learn-
ing on the go”.   Research has proven that mobile speech-based interaction could be 
successfully designed for users on the go, such as city tourist guides or in-car speech-
based interfaces [10]. Most frequently these types of applications utilize a constrained 
vocabulary of user commands and a constrained grammar of possible user entries. 
This functionality enables menu navigation, information retrieval and some basic data 
entry capabilities. The same principles apply to utilization of speech-based and mul-
timodal interfaces for student field trips, where students are mobile and take notes “on 
the go” [9]. 

Another interesting and rapidly developing research area is an application of 
speech-based and multimodal interfaces within various training scenarios, including 
industrial and military training. Within these scenarios, when training is conducted in 
the field or in the simulated field environment, voice command could enable efficient 
“hands free, eyes free” information retrieval, menu navigation and basic data entry. 
Another application of speech-based interfaces is within the domain of gaming, in-
cluding “serious gaming” in education and training domains [27]. A major challenge 
for speech-based interfaces within “serious gaming” domain is to improve the accu-
racy of speech recognition within environmentally challenging conditions (high level 
of noise, people possibly being under stress thus affecting the way they speak and 
reducing the accuracy of command recognition, etc). Within this usage domain, we 
see an opportunity to successfully deploy multimodal interaction so that multiple 
channels of input would assist in improving accuracy and usability of the system [26]. 

4   Conclusions 

Our research on speech-based and multimodal user interaction with mobile devices 
has proven that it is technically feasible to implement speech-based (or multimodal) 
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interaction with a mobile device and to achieve significant level of user acceptance 
and satisfaction with this technology. We also identified some challenges associated 
with use of speech-based and multimodal interaction within the learning and training 
domains. Our future research efforts will be focused on exploring ways to better in-
corporate multimodal (including speech-based) interfaces within “serous gaming” 
scenarios, where this technology has potential to significantly improve usability of 
user interactions with technology, especially in cases where “hands-free and eyes 
free” interaction is a must, such as military and industrial training applications. 
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